DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL SONEPAT
NEWSLETTER – SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
SESSION: 2018-19

Dear Parents
Summer is a time to visit new places, connect with new friends (or reconnect with old ones), and
embark on adventures that can range from setting foot in an ocean for the first time to creating an
elaborate tree fort in the backyard. When the sun is shining and the outdoors beckons, can new
discoveries and adventures be far behind? Let’s welcome summers accompanied by the majesty of
vacation galore. A lot to be reviewed; lot more to be accomplished.

A Brief Review- April- May, 2018
The session commenced with full sway on April 3, 2018 and the faculty and students got much time to
connect , interact, acquire and assimilate. We deeply regret that so far a formal convention of parents
and teachers could not be possible due to ongoing repair of roads around Khewra, but we assure that
your wards have been monitored at each step and facilitated to bring the best out of them. Through
login updates, telephonic conversations, emails and broadcast groups we have tried to bridge the
communication gap to our best capacity.
We firmly believe that as accessibility through road network improves, we the faculty at Delhi Public
School will able to communicate with you all during upcoming PTM in August and will acknowledge
all your queries and satisfy them in the best of our ability. Till then please feel free to communicate via
any of the above mentioned communication channels.

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
ADMISSION IN FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES
O ur students have Secured Admission in reputed Foreign Universities
1. KANISKH CHAUDHARY
2. ARNAV KUMAR
3. KHURRAM WANI
4. VARTIKA LAMBA

( B.B.A. ) ESSEC School of Business , France
( B.Tech ) Qualified JEE Mains
( B.A. – Management ) Middlesex University
( B.A. – Fine Arts ) Goldsmiths University of London
( B.Tech ) University of Alberta
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BEYOND SCHOOL
At DPS Sonepat we strive to do the best for our students. Along with academic excellence we also
want to ensure that our students have a bright future ahead of them when they pass out of school
.Thus career exploration assumes great significance in a student’s life. The faculty of BEYOND
SCHOOL has been working tirelessly to ensure that our students have all the requisite information
to take an intelligent decision about their higher studies and career options.
Inter DPS Environment Festival 2018
Inter DPS Environment Festival 2018, was held in DPS RK Puram in order to increase the
awareness among the people about the environment safety as well as to demonstrate the
environment protection measures. Students of DPS Sonepat. Meera Sharma (XII–E) won
First
Prize in Collage making.

MASTERS OF FUTURE AWARD BY JANTA TV
Students of Delhi Public School, Sonepat have been awarded for MASTERS OF
FUTURE AWARD by JANTA TV on 24 March, 2017

1. Ayush Doseja(Class XI-C) - in the category of SPORTS.
2. Jagrit Jain(Class XII-C)- in the category of ACADEMICS.
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Congratulations!!!
OUR STUDENTS CRACKED JEE MAINS(2018)
I am pleased to share with you that the following students of our school have cracked JEE
Mains. Some of them are under the guidance of “SUPER 30” of Patna, our in house coaching
experts in the field of engineering and medical for class XI and XII.

Hritik Chaudhary

Kanishk Chaudhary

Navdeep

Kartik Chaudhry

Nilesh Kuamr Jha

Rahul

Shubham Agarwal
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ACTIVITIES FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL & MAY
So far a number of activities have already been held and will be further held to promote a holistic
development of your ward.
S.No.
1.

Activity
Special Assembly - By Students
Executive Body

Date
3 April,2018

2.

Special Assembly- By GovindKrsna
Prabhu

23 April, 2018

3.

May Day Assembly-honouring the 1 May 2018
support staff at school

Details
Welcomed students and
elucidated the importance of
discipline, punctuality and
obedience to achieve success in
life.
Teaching positive outlook
towards life and how to focus on
the attitude which plays a pivotal
role by shaping one`s life and
future
Teaching Social Values
Inculcates
the
values
of
respecting people from all
sections of society and their
work too.
Anjali Rohilla of XII C, Bagged Ist
position in Junior Girls (U-18)
category

4.

Ist Delhi Open Prize Money Table
Tennis Tournament held at
Swaroop Nagar Delhi on

29 April 2018.

5.

Delhi Open Prize Money Table
Tennis Tournament held at
Swaroop Nagar Delhi

29 April 2018.

Anjali Rohilla of XII C, bagged
IInd Position

6.

The International Japanese Camp
2018

From May 1st to
May 5th 2018

ADITYA SINGHAL of class XI
cracked the interview and has
been
selected
for "The
International Japanese Camp
2018" to be held in Bangkok,
Thailand
IT and Comm.

7.

Information Technology Festival

18 May 2018
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ADVENTURE PROGRAM
A ADVENTURE PROGRAM has been organized to Bir Near Dharamshala from May.24,2018 to
May.29, 2018 for the students of class XII. The aim of this tour is to put our student amidst nature
and foster in them a spirit of adventure along with creating awareness about the need for
environment conservation.

Presentation by Saint Marys and Huron at Western For
Classes XI and XII
Ms Lauren Cullen, Admissions Advisor, Saint Marys University, Halifax, Nova Scotia and Mr
Moustafa Ezz, Admissions Advisor, Huron at Western University, London, Ontario visited campus
on April 25, 2018 to interact with students of Classes XI and XII. They were accompanied by Ms.
Anjali Seth, CUAC representative in India.
The presentation started with a small introduction by Ms. Anjali about CUAC and then was taken
over by Ms. Cullen. She gave a brief glimpse of life in Canada to the students and talked about the
benefits of studying in Canada.

Prayer Service cum Orientation for New Session-XII
Delhi Public School, Sonepat embarked on the new academic session 2018-2019 with blessedness
and a lot of enthusiasm. The school organized Prayer Service & Orientation Programme on
Saturday, 10 March 2018 wherein all the students of class XII, parents and teachers participated
wholeheartedly. The students were taught the significance of education and the
Havan or Puja being performed and ended with the purna aahuti. Thereafter, the recital of
prayers from the holy Quran, Bible and Gurbani created an aura of sanctity all around followed
by the distribution of a prasada
Ms Shraddha Tripathi highlighted the disciplinary norms of the school and its expectation from
students to be an ideal example for their peers. Mr Sanjog Malik talked about the school well
equipped transport and traqr system followed by Senior School Coordinator, Mr Deepak Dahiya
who talked about general guidelines and communication channel. Mr Rajat Sharma familiarized
the gathering with various social outreach programmes and projects initiated by our school
promoting the concept of Organic Learning emphasizing the need to be Eco sensitive for holistic
development
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Presentation by Saint Marys and Huron at Western
For Classes XI and XII
Ms Lauren Cullen, Admissions Advisor, Saint Marys University, Halifax, Nova Scotia and Mr
Moustafa Ezz, Admissions Advisor, Huron at Western University, London, Ontario visited campus on
April 25, 2018 to interact with students of Classes XI and XII. They were accompanied by Ms. Anjali
Seth, CUAC representative in India.
The presentation started with a small introduction by Ms. Anjali about CUAC and then was taken
over by Ms. Cullen. She gave a brief glimpse of life in Canada to the students and talked about the
benefits of studying in Canada. She pointed out that all universities in Canada are funded by the
Government and hence the quality of education remains the same across all institutions.

Presentation by University of Waterloo
Prof. Brendon Larsen Associate Dean, Undergraduate Studies, University of Waterloo interacted
with the students of Classes XI and XII on April 12, 2018. The venue for the presentation was MMRII and the topic was Biodiversity and why does it matter to human beings.
Prof. Larson started his presentation by drawing an analogy between the juggling of balls and the
balance in nature. Even if one element is out of place it can lead to the collapse of the entire
system. He then moved onto describe how our biodiversity is under threat due to several manmade
factors and how we are losing so many plant and animal species to global warming, climate change
and pollution.

SA LIENT FEA TURES FOR THE SESSION

SOCIAL OUTREACH PROGRAM
An able and aware citizen is what we aim to make children at school. They need to grow up into
socially responsible, ethical and empathetic human beings.
For this , it is mandatory to take up 30 hrs internship at an NGO that has tied up with the school or
any other association and provide the proofs to the SOP coordinators. Students will be awarded credit
in their Examination marks.
We expect your full- fledged support to encourage your wards to join such programs especially
during summer break. A list of NGOs has already been uploaded in the students’ and parents’
login.
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ORGANIC LEARNING
The school has the student driven initiatives to achieve organic learning. These initiatives are
Vermi-Composting, Organic Farming, Paper Recycling, Solar Energy, Newspaper
Recycling and Community Cleanliness Drives. `Cheeni kam – cheeni Band` is a project driven
by the students to be health conscious by reducing the crystallized sugar intake. We do have water
harvesting at our school, another way of sustainable development. Our students and
teachers of middle school spent 10 days at Shri Anna Hazare`s village Ralegaon Siddhi to be
face to face with the real sustainable life style to support the environment. Our school is a
No Plastic Zone. The school observes Earth Hour every Friday, when the electricity supply is
cut for an hour except for the essential services.

Ashish Nehra Cricket Academy
The school feels that professional training in cricket , the most popular sport in India, would open
great opportunities for our cricketers, to play for the country at state to national level and also grab a
place in global tournaments. Welcome to Ashish Nehra Cricket Academy at DPS Sonepat, conceived
and streamlined by Mr. Ashish Nehra, an ace cricketer. The registrations are open, please register.
The school has invested generously on the equipment and coaches under the guidance of Mr. Nehra.
The cricket field will have the professionally designed cricket pitches, lush green field and most
modern equipment such as bowling machine, electric roller etc. along with highly professional
coaching.

Pinnacle Table Tennis Academy
The Pinnacle Table Tennis Academy, established in 2009 is one of the most sought after professional
coaching centres in the entire country. With the aim of providing holistic training and whole brained
scholastic experience, we are introducing the Residential T.T. Academy at DPS, Sonepat to provide
an opportunity to aspiring players to learn through fully immersed training environment and gain
experience by rubbing shoulders with proficient coaches, senior players and renowned sports
personalities in our state of the art brand new Multi Purpose Air-Conditioned Hall.

Wishing for the best for rest of the session 2018-19
Warm regards

Deepak Dahiya
Senior Sec. School Coordinator
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